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Abstract— To support the typical application scenarios defined
in the fifth generation wireless network, such as the enhanced
mobile broadband, massive machine type of communication,
ultra-reliable and low-latency communication, virtual Mobility
Management Entity (vMME) is a promising solution, which runs
on universal servers and network functions virtualization instead
of conventional hardware-dedicated mobility management entity.
Among different vMME mapping solutions, the decomposing of
MME into multiple components is a prospective approach to
implementing distributed and virtualized mobility management.
In this paper, the optimization of mobility management is
addressed by using NFV and service function chain. A general
signaling processing flow of vMME based on service function
chain is analyzed. The performance of vMME is formulated
considering the total signaling communication overhead cost,
the total signaling communication overhead cost on backhauls
as well as the migration overhead cost of state data under
different function component placement of vMME. Since this
optimization problem is NP-hard and the computation complexity
is O(nk), a heuristic approach consisting of Min-TSCOC, Min-
TSCOCB, and Min-MOCSD are presented, which aims to obtain
the optimal solutions to the optimization problems by using
genetic algorithm. The simulation results show that it is beneficial
to decompose the function of mobility management, and the
performance gains from vMME for different network function
composition strictly depend on four mobility events.

Index Terms— Network function virtualization, service func-
tion chain, mobility management.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the rapid development of radio access network,
more and more applications are deployed in mobile

internet, which promotes the 5G research on typical service
scenarios including Enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB),
massive Machine Type of Communication (mMTC), Ultra
Reliable and Low Latency Communication (URLLC) as well
as vehicular network [1]–[3]. eMBB provides higher rate
and access capabilities to support quality of experience of
mobile users. The scenario for mMTC demands for optimized
signaling control with high connection density, efficient access
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and management of large-scale, low-cost and low-power IoT
devices. The scenario for URLLC leverages low latency and
reliable information interaction capabilities to support real-
time, sophisticated and secure collaboration among connected
entities. The vehicular application scenario provides network-
ing and communication for high-speed vehicles. The typical
networking architecture of 5G radio access network and
various service requirements brings a great challenge to the
existing mobility management based on EPC.

The existing mobility management solution of cellular
mobile network provides mobility management functions
through functional modules including source base station, tar-
get base station, Mobility Management Entity (MME), Serving
Gateway (S-GW), Packet Gateway (P-GW), HSS, and PCRF.
The core functional modules of mobility management are
deployed in the core network in a centralized manner including
MME, S-GW, P-GW, HSS and PCRF. Therefore, the exist-
ing solution for mobility management brings about not only
limitation of single point of failure, but also scalability and
elasticity to meet various service requirements and radio access
network architecture [4], [5]. In addition, in the existing
mobility management solution, the control plane and the user
plane are closely coupled. The control plane is responsible
for maintaining the mobility context of the UE, while the user
plane is for handling the routing of packets. The heterogeneity,
dense deployment, and flattening characteristics of 5G mobile
radio access networks directly affects the performance of
control plane for mobility management.

To address the limitations of existing mobility management,
two methodologies are provided, namely distributed mobility
management [4], [5] and virtualized mobility management [6].

Distributed mobility management pushes the management
of cellular mobility management toward the edge of the
network to meet the various demands of services as well as the
performance requirements of mobility management. A distrib-
uted system called DMME is presented to implement mobility
management for LTE (Long Term Evolution), which confirms
that distributed architectures are efficient to reliably support
high-throughput, latency-sensitive control plane functions by
prototype implementation and simulations [5].

In order to reduce the deployment cost of MME, virtual
Mobility Management Entity (vMME) was proposed as an
alternative solution based on Network Functions Virtualiza-
tion (NFV) instead of conventional hardware-dedicated MME
entity [6]. NFV-based mobility management provides more
flexible, scalable and resilient mobility management service
with on-demand orchestration of mobility management, which
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enables distributed and semi-distributed solutions for mobility
management.

Network function virtualization is essentially the reloca-
tion of network functions from standalone boxes based on
dedicated hardware to software appliances running in the
cloud environment or on general-purpose commodity servers.
By using NFV, each conventional network function (NF) is
now running on a virtual machine (VM) as a 1:1 mapping
model or is decomposed into smaller components called
Virtual Network Function Components (VNFC) running on
multiple VMs as a 1:N mapping model [7]–[9], where
1 usually represents the decomposed network function, and
N is the number of VNFCs after function decomposition.
Programmable network connectivity provided by Software
Defined Networking (SDN) brings about the combination
of SDN and NFV to provide dynamic, flexible deployment
and on-demand scaling of VNFs, which contributes a lot
to the development of the mobile packet core towards 5G
system [6], [10]. One typical case for NFV/SDN is virtualized
Evolved Packet Core (vEPC), and the other is the NG core
architecture standardized by 3GPP [11]–[14]. Since the NG
core architecture is still in its early stage, most of the research
issues on vMME are based on the vEPC based architecture,
and few of them focus on the NG core architecture.

vEPC can be categorized into four ways, including a) Fully
NFV-based EPC architecture, b) SDN/NFV-based EPC archi-
tecture with virtualized data/user plane, c) SDN/NFV-based
EPC architecture with non-virtualized data/user plane, d) Fully
SDN-based Mobile Packet Core (MPC) architecture [10].
In the above architectures, MME is still one of the function
modules coupled in the NFV/SDN architecture instead of
vMME.

In [6], EPC as a service is proposed, and four methods are
described to deploy EPC in cloud environments which include
1:1 mapping, 1:N mapping, N:1 mapping and N:2 mapping
depending on different VNF mapping approaches. vMME is
also categorized into 1:1, 1:N, N:1 as well as N:2 mapping.
In [15], the feasibility to design a flexible and adaptive
mobile core network based on functional decomposition and
network slicing is discussed, but how to decompose MME
is still an open issue. In [16], the cost of VNF/VNFC
deployment strategies is analyzed for a virtualized mobile
network infrastructure providing Evolved Packet Core as a
Service (EPCaaS) considering functional and administrative
constraints. The cost is measured in terms of the utilization of
data center infrastructure resources such as computation and
networking. The vMME functionality is 1:N mapping, includ-
ing Signaling Load Balancer (SLB) and Mobility Management
Processor (MMP), where the MMP performs the processing
task of MME. In [17], different VNF placement algorithms
for carrier cloud are introduced aiming at minimizing path
between UEs and PDN-GW VNFs of an underlying VNI
to ensure acceptable QoE, as well as minimizing S-GW
relocation frequency. Some factors are considered including
the mobility features, service usage behavioral patterns of
mobile users, and mobile operators’ cost in terms of the
total number of instantiated VNFs to build a Virtual Network
Infrastructure (VNI). The algorithms are presented to deal

with the optimal placement of VNFs on the user plane.
In [18], a practical realization of cellular core called KLEIN
is presented as a minimally disruptive design by using vEPC
and SDN for service chaining in data centers, with a global
resource management scheme to map traffic to different data
center locations. The EPC function is mapped as several
instances including MME (namely N:2 mapping).

In [19], a decentralized core network architecture optimized
for the identified control events is proposed for Machine Type
Communication which brings massive control signaling. The
proposed control plane functions can be executed separately.
The performance for each proposed control function is ana-
lyzed by using the main control events that generate signaling
messages in the network. In [20], an implemental architecture
of a vEPC is proposed to accommodate M2M services. Every
vEPC is optimized by eliminating EPC components or replac-
ing standardized interface protocols with internal application
interworking. The validity of the proposed architecture is
evaluated experimentally from the aspect of CPU resource
consumption.

In [21] and [22], 1:N mapping of vMME is investigated, and
vMME is decoupled into three functional entities, namely the
Front-End (FE), the Worker (W) and the state DataBase (DB).
The FE is the communication interface with other network
entities and it is also responsible for balancing the load
between Ws. W is only responsible for implementing vMME’s
functional logic and it does not store UE’s session state
information. The DB stores session state information of users.
vMME is formulated as the three-tier queue model by using
H2H, M2M service models and priority queues, the average
response time of vMME in different scenarios are got [21].
The response time of the vMME is evaluated under different
number of users assuming that the three functional entities
of the vMME are running in the form of VMs without
considering delay of intermediate nodes [22].

From the view point of Service Function Chain(SFC) and
VNF embedding, a chained VNFs is defined as a chain-ordered
set of service functions (SFs) that handles the traffic of the
delivery (data plane), control, and monitoring (control plane)
of a specific service/application [23]. Some typical network
services such as IMS, load balancing and vCDN are modelled
and analyzed from the perspective of SFC in current litera-
tures. In [24], ScalIMS is presented as a management system
for IMS which enables dynamic deployment and scaling of
VNF service chains across multiple data centers on both con-
trol plane and data plane. In [25], two variants of Admission
Control/FGE(Forwarding Graph Embedding) problems are
investigated, which are formulated by Integer Linear Program-
ming (ILP) and Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP).
In [26], optimal placement of VNFs for network load balanc-
ing are formulated aiming at minimizing the distance from
a smaller cluster of servers to the data center in a common
cloud and network service approach, and three optimization
methods are compared including Linear Programing (LP)
model, Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Random Fit Placement
Algorithm (RFPA) for the allocation and replication of VNFs.

When considering the 1:N mapping of vMME, and different
VNF components of vMME are combined via different ways
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to provide MME function and optimized performance with
various service requirements, resource constraints and perfor-
mance metrics, the process of the virtualization of MME can
be regarded as a chained VNFs of vMME from the view point
of SFC. From the above research issues, although there are
some research issues on 1:N mapping of vMME, to the best
knowledge of our research, there is no study concentrating
on the optimization of vMME based on 1:N mapping and
SFC. The focus of this paper is the optimization of vMME by
using NFV and SFC for different service scenarios. The main
contribution of this paper is as follows:

(1) A MANO-based vMME framework is proposed by using
the 1:3 mapping, and a general signaling processing flow of
vMME based on SFC is analyzed. (2) On the basis of the
virtualized mobility management framework of 1:3 mapping,
an optimization method of vMME is proposed, and the per-
formances of vMME is formulated as optimization problems
to minimize the total signaling communication overhead cost,
the total signaling communication overhead cost on backhauls
and the migration overhead cost of state data for different
placement of VNF components of vMME. (3) In order to
solve the NP-hard optimization problems, a heuristic approach
is proposed including algorithms called Min-TSCOC,
Min-TSCOCB and Min-MOCSD, and the performances of
vMME are evaluated with different function placement solu-
tions and various application scenario parameters.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: system model
for virtual mobility management framework based on MANO
is presented in section II. In section III, the performances of
vMME based on 1:3 mapping are modelled and optimized.
In section IV, the performances of vMME are evaluated, and
numerical simulation results are provided. Finally, conclusions
and future research work are given in section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, a MANO-based virtualized mobility manage-
ment framework is proposed by using 1:3 mapping. The func-
tions of the three virtualized function components are given.
According to the decomposition of components, a general
signaling processing flow of vMME based on service function
chain is analyzed.

A. Scenario of vMME

Considering the scenario of a heterogeneous radio access
network with several MBSs (Macro Base Station) and SBSs
(Small Base Station) as shown in Fig.1, the SBSs provide
hot spot coverage and the MBSs provide wide area coverage.
Either wired link or wireless link is deployed between MBS
and SBS for communication on control plane.

Based on the above scenario, mobility management function
is deployed by vMME in the core network and radio access
network respectively. That is to say, vMME is operated by
using VNFCs in the data center, both MBSs and SBSs are
equipped with universal servers. Since VNFCs are combined
and located at different MBSs and SBSs to support vMME,
the communication process on the control plane for mobility
management composes service function chains, and some

Fig. 1. Scenario of virtualized Mobility Management.

of the communication interaction among VNFCs need one-
hop or multi-hop relay by MBS or SBS.

B. The Framework of vMME Based on MANO

The implementation of NFV is standardized by the architec-
ture called MANO [9]. As a typical use case, mobility man-
agement can be virtualized as a service in the MANO based
architecture [10], and vMME can be managed and optimized
through MANO architecture. In the MANO architecture for
vMME, NFVO is responsible for the orchestration of mobility
management services, including vMME functional component
partition, composition optimization as well as performance
optimization. Mobility management slices are created and
managed to meet different service requirements. The VNF
Manager completes function composition optimization based
on specified functional component partitioning and resource
optimization in order to meet the performance requirements
of mobility management in the virtualized environment. The
Virtualized Infrastructure Manager (VIM) provide optimal
mapping of virtual resources used by mobility management
function modules to the physical resources including com-
putation, storage and communication resources. Therefore,
functional component partitioning and related optimization
of vMME affects the performance of vMME, which is of
paramount important to various service scenarios. However,
decomposition of MME is a hard work to do.

Mobility management has been decomposed according to
the control and data planes [4]. Generally, from the view
point of function, the functions of mobility management
contain handover management, data management and location
management. Location management maintains the reachability
of mobile users independent of the UE location or con-
nected network. It has associated an identification database,
containing bindings with UEs’ identification and its current
address. Data management is responsible for encapsulation of
data packets through address translation, it does not provide
any signaling and it only receives signaling from handover
management. Handover management maintains sessions active
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when a UE roams between networks, so it provides handover
detection and negotiation, being responsible for the signaling
that communicates with data management and location man-
agement after a handover. Another function of handover man-
agement is to maintain the mobility context and routes [27].

Based on the main functions of mobility management,
the first step for decomposition of mobility management is to
split the functions into control plane and data plane. All pro-
cedures related to the MME signaling are on the control plane
depending on the interaction among entities related to the
mobility management procedures. Taking the mobility man-
agement of LTE as an example, the most relevant control plane
functions related with mobility includes, (1) Authenticating the
UE as it accesses the system; (2) Managing UE state while
the users are idle; (3) Supervising handovers between different
base stations; (4) Establishing bearers as required by services
for connectivity in a mobile context; (5) Generating billing
information; (6) Implementing lawful interception policies,
and overseeing a large number of features defined in 3GPP
specifications [5], [28], [29]. The mobility management events
frequently processed on control plane message procedures
includes Attach, Idle, Wakeup and Handover [22], [30], and
all of them require the interaction of MME with almost all
of the entities, including UE and base stations(in the RAN),
as well as entities of service gateways(S-GW and P-GW), and
HSS(in the core network).

Concerning the above mentioned mobility events of MME,
some functions requires interactions with database such
as (1) and (2), and some of them can be implemented locally in
RAN without database query such as (3), (4) for mMTC. Since
the interactions involving database query leads to delay, which
derivate the performance of MME, while distributed database
brings about synchronization problem of state data of MME,
the database query related interaction procedure and the related
function placement becomes a tradeoff for the further decouple
and design of vMME. Another problem is the hierarchical
deployment of cellular radio access network, which aggravates
the burden of vMME by the frequent interactions of mobility
events on hotspot areas as well as the signaling load on the
backhauls if some function components of vMME is located
in the core network.

Considering the hierarchical deployment of cellular radio
access network, the synchronization problem due to distributed
databases, the different mobility features of user equipment as
well as the signaling cost on communication links, the second
step is decoupling MME into three components including a
component which is located nearby RAN nodes, a component
responsible for signaling processing and a component for data-
base query. According to the principles of VNFC composition,
the different composition patterns of vMME also provides
flexible combination solutions of component replacement for
various service scenarios. If the number of VNFCs is more
than three, on the one hand, the methodology of decoupling
MME becomes more complicated, on the other hand, the opti-
mal replacement of decomposed components leads to not
only more composition patterns, but also complexity of the
synchronization of state data and frequent migration among
VNFCs as well.

Fig. 2. MANO-based VMME framework with 1:3 mapping.

Fig. 3. Virtual Network Functional components of vMME.

Based on the above consideration of function decompo-
sition and signaling interactions, we adopt the 1:3 mapping
solution for vMME, and divide the vMME into three virtual
components including Mobility Signaling Forwarding (MSF),
Mobility Management Processor (MMP) and Data Query
Update (DQU). For simplicity of analysis on signaling proce-
dures, the external interfaces of vMME is MSF with BSs and
core network (including service gateways such as P-GW and
S-GW, HSS), while the internal interfaces are the interfaces
of MSF with MMP, and MMP with DQU.

Fig.2 shows a MANO-based vMME framework with
1:3 mapping, and Fig.3 is the decomposition and interface of
vMME for 1:3 mapping. The functions of the three VNFCs
are described as follows:

(1) MSF: it is responsible for receiving all the mobility
management signaling messages from core network and radio
access network, and forwarding or replying some of the mobil-
ity management signaling messages. It actually acts as the
communication interface between vMME and other network
entities. Some of the mobility context information of mobile
users is stored in MSF.

(2) MMP: It is in charge of implementing mobility man-
agement function logic, and mobility context information of
mobile users is also stored in MMP. When MMP receives
the signaling messages from other network entities forwarded
from the MSFs, MMP proceeds the signaling messages accord-
ing to its functional logic. If the data cannot be obtained in
the MMP cache during the process, which are required for
mobility management signaling process, then the MMP sends a
query request to the DQU, and the required data is obtained for
signaling process from the DQU’s reply for the query request.
When the MMP completes the processing, and the signaling
message generated by the MMP needs to be sent to specified
network entities, the MMP sends the signaling message to the
corresponding MSF, which is used for forwarding the signaling
message to that corresponding network entities. If the data in
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Fig. 4. An example of virtualized function composition and placement for
vMME (MMPs and MSFs in RAN).

the database is needed to be updated according to the MMP
processing, then the MMP sends an update database request to
DQU, and the database update operation would be performed
by DQU.

(3) DQU: It is responsible for querying and updating the
relevant state information of mobile users, and it also stores
some mobility context information for mobile users. When
DQU receives the data query request from the MMP, it queries
the related data and returns the query result to the MMP.
When DQU receives the data updating request from the MMP,
it completes the relevant data updating.

Fig.4 shows an example of deployment solutions, in which
MMPs and MSFs are placed on several BSs, DQU is deployed
in the core network, and MSF, MMP and DQU are connected
via wireless or wired links.

From the above different VNF composition case of vMME,
it is a challenge to deploy VNFs of vMME taking into consid-
eration different application scenarios and total CAPEX/OPEX
of mobility management.

C. Service Function Chain Based Signaling Process

From the respect of optimal deployment of VNFs, the main
objective is to achieve fast, scalable and dynamic composition
and allocation of VNFs to execute a network service (NS).
However, since a NS requires a set of VNFs, two problems are
needed to be solved in order to achieve the efficiency of service
coordination and management, namely optimal composition
of VNFs for a determined NS, and efficiently allocation and
scheduling the VNFs of a NS onto a substrate network [23].

vMME can be viewed as a network service. That is to say,
the VNF components of vMME can be connected and chained
together to execute the function of mobility management. The
signaling process of vMME is essentially a process in which
VNFCs call each other according to the signaling process flow,
therefore, a service function chain is composed based on a
signaling process of vMME. In other words, the optimization
of vMME is not only related to VNF component optimal
placement, but also constrained with the service function
chains based on the signaling processes. The service function
chain based on the signaling process is optimized with the
placement and composition of VNF components of vMME
without affecting the integrity of function of mobility manage-
ment. Therefore, it is significant to investigate and optimize
the service function chain based signaling process of vMME.

Fig. 5. The general signaling process flow based on 1:3 mapping of vMME.

In mobility management, the events which the vMME
processes frequently are Attach, Idle, Wakeup, and Han-
dover [22], [30]. These events are initiated either by UEs or by
network, and they are triggered by UEs under specific condi-
tions. Signaling messages are generated and interacted among
UE, BSs, vMME as well as other network entities in order
to complete the storage, deletion, and update of the relevant
state information of UE for mobility management. In order to
describe the general signaling process flow of vMME based
on 1:3 mapping in detail, an example of vMME including
5 MSFs, 2 MMPs, and 1 DQU is used to support mobility
management for UEs. The hierarchical control framework of
DQU, MMP and MSF for vMME is illustrated in Fig.5. Five
MSFs are placed on five different BSs according to geographi-
cal location and connection relationship among BSs, and each
MSF manages at least one BS and processes all signaling
requests of UEs attached to the BSs managed by the MSF. Two
MMPs are placed on two different BSs. Each MMP manages
at least one MSF and processes all signaling messages from
the MSFs managed by the MMP. The DQU is placed in the
data center and processes all database operation requests from
the two MMPs. According to the above framework of vMME,
the general signaling process flow based on 1:3 mapping of
MSF, MMP and DQU is presented as follows:

(1) The MSF receives the signaling message coming from
BSs, S-GW, P-GW and HSS as the communication interface
between vMME and network entities related mobility man-
agement including BSs, S-GW, P-GW and HSS;

(2) The MSF checks the network entity information of the
signaling message and forwards it to the corresponding MMP;

(3) The MMP receives the signaling message, and processes
it according to its function logic. During the process, the MMP
checks whether the data required for processing the signaling
message is stored in its cache;

(4) If the data required for processing the signaling message
cannot be found in its cache, then the MMP sends a data
query request to the DQU to retrieve the required data from
the database. During the database retrieval period, the MMP
processes other signaling messages;

(5) The DQU processes the data query request, and send
back the query result to the MMP;
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Fig. 6. Mapping from service function chain of vMME to physical network.

(6) When the MMP obtains the required data to process the
signaling process, the signaling message is processed;

(7) After the MMP completes the processing of the signaling
message, and if some mobility context information in the DQU
is needed to be updated, the MMP sends a data update request
to the DQU;

(8) When the DQU receives the data update request from the
MMP, the DQU completes the data updating according to the
data update request, and then sends a data update completion
response to the MMP;

(9) As the MMP completes the processing of signaling mes-
sage, it generates one or more response messages according
to the function logic and sends them to the MSF;

(10) After receiving the response messages, the MSF for-
wards them to the corresponding network entities according
to their network entity information in the signaling messages.

The mapping of the VNFC placement and service function
chain corresponding to the signaling process to the physical
network is described in Fig.6.

Fig.6 reveals that it is really sophisticated to efficiently
deploy each VNF component of vMME on the optimal phys-
ical nodes by considering service scenario and requirements,
the performance of vMME as well as other optimization
objectives from mobile users and/or mobile network operators.
In order to solve the above problems, we formulate them as
optimization problems in the third section.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this Section, based on the framework proposed in
Section II, an optimization method of vMME is proposed,
and the performances of vMME is formulated as optimization
problems to minimize the total signaling communication over-
head cost, the total signaling communication overhead cost on
backhauls and the migration overhead cost of state data for
different placement of VNF components of vMME.

The optimization of vMME can be considered from two
ways, one is the function optimization, which takes into
account the virtual function component partition and the opti-
mal virtual function component composition under specified
virtual function component partition result, the other is the
performance optimization, which aims at the optimization of

performance metrics oriented from MME, mobile users as
well as operators on the basis of virtual function component
partition and placement.

During the time when mobility management provides ser-
vice for UEs, the occurrence of four mobility events leads
to signaling interaction among communication links of MSF,
MMP and DQU, as well as among BSs, S-GW, P-GW and
HSS. Since communication resources are constrained, min-
imizing the total signaling communication overhead cost is
a key performance metric to optimize the VNF component
placement as well as minimize the delay of mobility man-
agement. Meanwhile, state data migration is also a burden
to communication resources due to the mobility of UEs
and distributed placement of MSFs and MMPs. Therefore,
minimizing the total signaling communication overhead cost
and the migration overhead cost of state data are chosen as
the optimization objectives in the problem formulation.

From the viewpoint of function optimization, in vMME,
virtual function component composition and optimization
placement plays an important role in the optimization of
vMME, and it also contributes to both the total signaling
communication overhead cost and the migration overhead cost
of state data.

The optimization of vMME is modeled in the scenario of
Fig.1, where there are several MBSs, SBSs and UEs. The
virtual function components of vMME include MSF, MMP
and DQU, which can be deployed on MBSs, SBSs and in
the core network. The virtual function components are con-
nected by communication links. Therefore, the virtual function
components deployed in the different locations cooperate to
provide the function of mobility management.

Assuming there are NBS Small Cells (SC) and there are
connections between small cells. As presented in (1), the adja-
cency matrix A is used to represent the connection between
SCs, where

Ai,j =

{
1 connection between SC i and j,

0 no connection between SC i and j.
(1)

Assuming that Ω is the entities which have direct signaling
interaction with vMME, including BS, S-GW, P-GW and HSS.
Since SGW, PGW and HSS are located in the core network,
for simplicity, let CN denotes S-GW, P-GW and HSS, then Ω
can be presented as in (2),

Ω = {BS, CN} (2)

Let Φ represent the frequently happened events, which
include Attach, Idle, Handover and Wakeup as presented in
(3), and λϕ denotes the arrival rate of event ϕ, where ϕ ∈ Φ.

Φ = {Attach, Idle, Handover, Wakeup} (3)

In the signaling process of event ϕ, there are Nϕ
ω,MSF

signaling interaction between entities ω and MSF,
Nϕ

MSF,MMP signaling interaction between MSF and
MMP, and Nϕ

MMP,DQU signaling interaction between MMP
and DQU.

Ui,j is a binary variable and Ui,j = 1 denotes that
UE i is attached to BS j. MSFk,j is a binary variable and
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MSFk,j = 1 denotes that MSF k is placed on BS j. MMPl,j

is a binary variable and MMPl,j = 1 denotes that MMP l is
placed on BS j.

Two cases are divided for signaling interaction between
entities, namely signaling interaction between vMME and
external entities and signaling interaction within vMME inter-
nal entities, respectively. Signaling interaction between vMME
and external entities include interaction between BS and MSF,
interaction between CN and MSF, as well as interaction
between CN and DQU. Signaling interaction within vMME
internal entities includes interaction between MSF and MMP
and interaction between MMP and DQU.

Let costBS-MSF be the signaling communication overhead
cost between BS and MSF, which denotes the weighted
interaction rate of signaling between all BSs and all MSFs,
then costBS-MSF can be obtained as (4),

IRj,k =
NUE∑
i=1

∑
ϕ∈Φ

Ui,jλϕNϕ
BS,MSF Rj,k

costBS-MSF =
NBS∑
j=1

NMSF∑
k=1

NBS∑
q=1

IRj,kMSFk,qHj,q (4)

Where Rj,k is a binary variable and Rj,k = 1 denotes that
BS j is controlled by MSF k. Hj,q denotes the hops from
BS j to BS q. NUE denotes the number of UEs, NBS is the
number of BSs, NMSF denotes the number of MSFs.

Assuming costMSF -CN is the signaling communication
overhead cost between MSF and CN, which denotes the
weighted interaction rate of signaling between all MSFs and
CN, similarly, costMSF -CN is got as in (5),

IRk,CN =
NUE∑
i=1

∑
ϕ∈Φ

NBS∑
j=1

Ui,jλϕNϕ
CN,MSF Rj,k

costMSF -CN =
NMSF∑
k=1

NBS∑
q=1

IRk,CNMSFk,qHq,CN (5)

Where Rj,k is a binary variable and Rj,k = 1 denotes that
BS j is controlled by MSF k. Hq,CN denotes the hops from
BS q to CN.

The signaling communication overhead cost between DQU
and CN is represented as costDQU-CN , which denotes the
weighted interaction rate of signaling between all DQUs and
CN, then costDQU-CN is obtained as in (6),

IRDQU,CN
l =

NUE∑
i=1

∑
ϕ∈Φ

NBS∑
j=1

NMSF∑
k=1

Ui,jλϕNϕ
DQU,CNRj,kSk,l

costDQU-CN =
NMMP∑

l=1

NDQU∑
m=1

IRDQU,CN
l Tl,mHm,CN (6)

Where Rj,k is a binary variable and Rj,k = 1 denotes that
BS j is controlled by MSF k. Sk,l is a binary variable and
Sk,l = 1 denotes that MSF k is controlled by MMP l. Tl,m is a
binary variable and Tl,m = 1 denotes that MMP l is controlled
by DQU m. Hm,CN denotes the hops from DQU m to CN .
NMMP denotes the number of MMPs, NDQU denotes the
number of DQUs.

Let costMSF -MMP be the signaling overhead cost between
MSF and MMP, which denotes the weighted interaction
rate of signaling between all MSFs and all MMPs, then
costMSF -MMP can be obtained in (7),

IRk,l

=
NUE∑
i=1

∑
ϕ∈Φ

NBS∑
j=1

Ui,jλϕNϕ
CN,MSF Rj,kSk,l

costMSF -MMP

=
NBS∑
q=1

NBS∑
r=1

NMSF∑
k=1

NMMP∑
l=1

IRk,lMSFk,qMMPl,rHq,r (7)

Where Rj,k is a binary variable and Rj,k = 1 denotes that
BS j is controlled by MSF k. Sk,l is a binary variable and
Sk,l = 1 denotes that MSF k is controlled by MMP l. Hq,r

denotes the hops from BS q to BS r.
Assuming that costMMP -DQU is the signaling overhead

cost between MMP and DQU, which is the weighted interac-
tion rate of signaling between all MMPs and all DQUs, then
costMMP -DQU is got in (8) as,

IRl,DQU

=
NUE∑
i=1

∑
ϕ∈Φ

NBS∑
j=1

NMSF∑
k=1

Ui,jλϕNϕ
MMP,DQURj,kSk,l

costMMP -DQU

=
NBS∑
r=1

NMMP∑
l=1

IRl,DQUMMPl,rHr,DQU (8)

Where Rj,k is a binary variable and Rj,k = 1 denotes that
BS j is controlled by MSF k. Sk,l is a binary variable and
Sk,l = 1 denotes that MSF k is controlled by MMP l. Hr,DQU

is the hops from BS r to DQU.
The total signaling communication overhead cost of all UEs

is the sum of signaling communication overhead cost between
vMME and external entities, and signaling communication
overhead cost within vMME internal entities, which can be
presented in (9) as,

total-cost = costBS-MSF + costMSF -CN + costDQU-CN

+ costMSF -MMP + costMMP -DQU (9)

Considering the constraints of C1 to C8, the total signaling
communication overhead cost should be minimized, which can
be formulated as an optimization problem as follows [31]:

min total-cost

s.t.
NBS∑
q=1

MSFk,q = 1 (C1)

NMSF∑
k=1

Rj,k = 1 (C2)

NBS∑
j=1

Rj,k ≥ 1 (C3)

NBS∑
r=1

MMPl,r = 1 (C4)
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NMMP∑
l=1

Sk,l = 1 (C5)

NMSF∑
k=1

Sk,l ≥ 1 (C6)

NDQU∑
m=1

Tl,m = 1 (C7)

NMMP∑
l=1

Tl,m ≥ 1 (C8) (10)

C1 to C3 are constraints for MSF, where C1 is the constraint
which each MSF can only be placed on one BS. C2 denotes
that each BS can only be controlled by one MSF, while
C3 means that the number of BSs controlled by each MSF
is not less than one.

C4 to C8 are constraints related to MMP, where C4 denotes
that each MMP can only be placed on one BS, C5 denotes that
each MSF can only be controlled by one MMP, C6 denotes
that the number of MSFs controlled by each MMP is not less
than one, C7 denotes that each MMP can only be controlled
by one DQU, C8 denotes that the number of MMPs controlled
by each DQU is not less than one.

In order to reduce the signaling communication overhead
cost on backhauls, we denote the total signaling communica-
tion overhead cost of all UEs on backhauls as backhaul-cost,
then it is given as (11),

backhaul-cost = costMSF -CN + costDQU-CN

+ costMMP -DQU (11)

Since the backhaul resource is also constrained, the total
signaling communication overhead cost on backhauls is for-
mulated as an optimization problem as follows:

min backhaul-cost

s.t. C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8 (12)

Assuming that mig-costMSF -MSF is the migration over-
head cost of state data between MSF and MSF, which is the
weighted migration rate of state data between MSF and MSF,
then mig-costMSF -MSF is got in (13) as,

mig-costMSF -MSF =
NBS∑
j=1

NUE∑
i=1

Ui,jλHOpMSF AMSF HMSF

(13)
Where pMSF is the probability of a UE switching from

one MSF to another when a switch event occurs, and AMSF

denotes the amount of state data migration between MSFs
when the above situation occurs. HMSF is the average hops
between MSFs under the current deployment strategy.

Let mig-costMMP -MMP be the migration overhead cost of
state data between MMP and MMP, which is the weighted
migration rate of state data between MMP and MMP, then
mig-costMMP -MMP can be obtained as (14),

mig-costMMP -MMP

=
NBS∑
j=1

NUE∑
i=1

Ui,jλHOpMMP AMMP HMMP (14)

Where pMMP is the probability of a UE switching from
one MMP to another when a switch event occurs, and AMMP

denotes the amount of state data migration between MMPs
when the above situation occurs. HMMP is the average hops
between MMPs under the current deployment strategy.

Since most of the migration overhead cost of state data
comes from the data migrated between MSFs and the
data migrated between MMPs due to the mobility of UEs,
we denote the migration overhead cost of state data of all
UEs as mig-cost, then it is given as (15),

mig-cost = mig-costMSF -MSF + mig-costMMP -MMP

(15)
The migration overhead cost of state data is formulated as

an optimization problem as follows:

min mig-cost

s.t. C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8 (16)

The optimization problems in (10), (12) and (16) are general
integer linear programming problems, which is a NP hard
problem [31]. It is difficult to find an optimized solution in an
efficient way when the network size becomes large.

In order to get the optimized solutions of (10), (12)
and (16), a heuristic approach is proposed including Min-
TSCOC(Minimization on Total Signaling Communication
Overhead Cost), Min-TSCOCB(Minimization on Total Signal-
ing Communication Overhead Cost on Backhauls) and Min-
MOCSD(Minimization on Migration Overhead Cost of State
Data), respectively. The three algorithms are listed.

The function GAboOF(Genetic Algorithm Based on Objec-
tive Function) mentioned in the three algorithms is omitted
due to limited space.

Algorithm 1 Min-TSCOC
1: Input:maxHops_MSF2BS,maxHops_MMP2MSF,

network_topology
2: objective←MSF
3: obj_func←1
4: constraints←{C1,C2,C3,maxHops_MSF2BS}
5: deployment_strategy_MSF←GAboOF(objective,

obj_func,constraints)
6: objective←MMP
7: obj_func←total-cost
8: constraints←{C4,C5,C6,C7,C8,maxHops_MMP2MSF}
9: deployment_strategy_MMP←GAboOF(objective,

obj_func,constraints)
10: Output:deployment_strategy_MSF,

deployment_strategy_MMP

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, the performance of vMME is evaluated
under the virtual function component partition including MSF,
MMP and DQU. Considering the heterogeneous radio access
network with several MBSs and SBSs, according to the rea-
sonable composition for the three virtual function components
deployed in radio access network and data center, six feasible
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Algorithm 2 Min-TSCOCB
1: Input:maxHops_MSF2BS,maxHops_MMP2MSF,

network_topology
2: objective←MSF
3: obj_func←1
4: constraints←{C1,C2,C3,maxHops_MSF2BS}
5: deployment_strategy_MSF←GAboOF(objective,

obj_func,constraints)
6: objective←MMP
7: obj_func←backhaul-cost
8: constraints←{C4,C5,C6,C7,C8,maxHops_MMP2MSF}
9: deployment_strategy_MMP←GAboOF(objective,

obj_func,constraints)
10: Output:deployment_strategy_MSF,

deployment_strategy_MMP

Algorithm 3 Min-MOCSD
1: Input:maxHops_MSF2BS,maxHops_MMP2MSF,

network_topology
2: objective←MSF
3: obj_func←1
4: constraints←{C1,C2,C3,maxHops_MSF2BS}
5: deployment_strategy_MSF←GAboOF(objective,

obj_func,constraints)
6: objective←MMP
7: obj_func←mig-cost
8: constraints←{C4,C5,C6,C7,C8,maxHops_MMP2MSF}
9: deployment_strategy_MMP←GAboOF(objective,

obj_func,constraints)
10: Output:deployment_strategy_MSF,

deployment_strategy_MMP

cases of vMME function composition placement are presented,
which are illustrated as follows:

(1) MSFMMPDQU: MSF, MMP and DQU are placed
separately, where MSF and MMP are placed in RAN and DQU
is placed in the core network.

(2) MMP&DQUCN: MSF is placed in RAN, and MMP and
DQU are merged and placed in the core network.

(3) MMP&DQUAN: MSF is placed in RAN, MMP and
DQU are merged and placed in RAN, but MSF is placed
separately from MMP&DQU.

(4) MSF&MMPAN: MSF and MMP are merged and placed
in RAN, and DQU is placed independently in the core
network.

(5) MSF&MMP&DQUCN: MSF, MMP and DQU are
merged and placed in the core network.

(6) MSF&MMP&DQUAN: MSF, MMP and DQU are
merged and placed in RAN.

Since the optimal solution of vMME depends on the service
scenarios, and the mobility feature of UEs is different under
different service scenarios, one of the feasible ways to describe
the mobility of UEs is the difference of four mobility man-
agement events measured from realistic networks. We select
four typical application scenarios including vehicular network,

shared bicycle, IoT(smart home) and IoT(smart meter) as
the application cases, and give different parameter settings
according to their typical mobility features extracted and
calculated from [22].

The performance metrics in the simulation are defined as
follows:

(1) Total signaling communication overhead cost per UE is
the average of the sum of signaling communication overhead
cost between vMME and external entities and signaling com-
munication overhead cost within vMME internal entities for
every UE;

(2) Total signaling communication overhead cost on back-
hauls per UE is the average of the signaling communication
overhead cost on backhauls for every UE;

(3) Migration overhead cost of state data per UE is the
average of the sum of migration overhead cost of state data
between MSFs and migration overhead cost of state data
between MMPs for every UE.

The optimization approach of vMME is evaluated including
algorithms of Min-TSCOC, Min-TSCOCB and Min-MOCSD.

The optimization of vMME is evaluated by MATLAB with
Monte Carlo method. The radio access network including SBS
and MBS is generated by BA model [32] considering different
degrees of nodes of SBS and MBS. Based on the network
generated, the placement of MSF located at MBS and SBS are
got according to the distribution of UEs and the constrained
hops from UE to the MSF (The constrained hops is 2 in
the simulation). The placement of MMP is determined by
choosing the nodes within one hop with the MSFs. Therefore,
the instances of MSF, MMP and DQU varies with the network
topology including the number of the BSs, the degrees of each
node, the parameters of UE distribution, the constrained hops
between UE and MSF, the constrained hops between MSF and
MMP as well as the placement of DQU.

With the initialized number of the instances of MSF, MMP
and DQU, the optimal placement and number of MSF, MMP
and DQU are optimized with different object functions includ-
ing minimizing the total signaling communication overhead
cost, the total signaling communication overhead cost on
backhauls as well as the migration overhead cost of state data
among MSF, MMP and DQU under different cases of vMME
function composition placement and application scenarios,
respectively.

A. Simulation Parameters

All of the parameters in the simulation include the net-
working parameters of heterogeneous radio access network in
the simulation, the number of signaling interactions between
different entities, the arrival rate of events for mobility man-
agement, the arrival rate of various events in different service
scenarios, the size of state data migration that occurs between
entities, as well as the probability of state data migration that
occurs between VNF component entities.

In order to evaluate the performance of vMME in a scalable
network, and at the same time considering the computational
complexity of the algorithms, the number of nodes (including
SBS and MBS) is 50 in the simulation. The number of UEs in
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Fig. 7. The flow chart of signaling interaction of Wakeup.

TABLE I

THE NUMBER OF SIGNALING INTERACTIONS AMONG ENTITIES

each base station follows a uniform distribution of 5 to 20 [33].
In order to differentiate the weight of link type (link type of
RAN and that of core network), the parameter of each hop to
the core network is 5, and each hop in RAN is 1.

According to the flow chart of signaling interaction between
vMME and other entities in the core network and radio
access network, the number of signaling interactions of virtual
function components entities are analyzed by using the concept
of service function chain. Taking the event of Wakeup as a
use case, Fig.7 shows the flow chart of signaling interaction
of Wakeup according to [28] and [29].

One of the optimal results of the number of signaling
interactions between entities of MSF, MMP and DQU is given
in Table I.

The arrival rate of four kinds of mobility management event
follows Poisson distribution denoted as P(λ) (procedures/s),
which are extracted from [22] as: the arrival rate of Idle is
P(4.5 × 10−3), the arrival rate of Wakeup is P(4.5 × 10−3),
the arrival rate of Handover is P(1.2× 10−3), the arrival rate
of Attach is set as P(1.2× 10−5).

Four application scenarios of vMME are considered, which
are vehicular network, shared bicycle, IoT (smart home) and
IoT(smart meter). The parameters are calculated assuming that
the average intervals of the four events of Vehicular network
are 30 min for Attach, 1 min for Idle, 1 min for Wakeup

Fig. 8. The MSF, MMP and DQU initially located in the network.

and 0.6 min for Handover; the intervals of the four events
of Shared bicycle are 10 min for Attach, 10 min for Idle,
10 min for Wakeup and 3.6 min for Handover; the intervals
of the four events of IoT (Smart home) are 5 min for Attach,
1 min for Idle, 1 min for Wakeup and no Handover events;
and the intervals of the four events of IoT (Smart meter) are
14 days for Attach, 14 days for Idle, 14 days for Wakeup and
no Handover events. The diameter of the small cell is 600 m,
the speed of the Shared bicycle is 10 km/h and the speed
of the Vehicular network is 60 km/h. The arrival rate of
mobility management events in these application scenarios are
calculated and listed in TABLE II.

When the UE switches from one MSF to another MSF
due to its mobility, the migration of state data of UE is
necessary, for example, the state data of the UE is migrated
from one MSF to another MSF and the state data of the
UE is migrated from one MMP to another MMP. According
to [5], the state data migration of the UE is usually only
a few KB. Considering the diversity of future services as
well as the overhead cost due to virtualization of func-
tional components [34], the state data migration of the UE
would be more than a few KB, therefore, the size of state
data migration between different VNFCs are set as follows:
NMSF =20 KB, NMMP =40 KB, NMSF&MMP =60 KB,
NMMP&DQU =60 KB and NMSF&MMP&DQU =80 KB.

The probability of state data migration between
different VNFCs is given, namely, pMSF =0.2,
pMMP =0.1, pMSF&MMP =0.2, pMMP&DQU =0.1 and
pMSF&MMP&DQU =0.2.

B. Performance Evaluation

In this subsection, the impact of UE and networking of radio
access network to the location and number of instances of
MSF, MMP and DQU are presented in 1). The impact of the
arrival rate of four mobility management events to the total
signaling communication overhead cost and the total signaling
communication overhead cost on backhauls are investigated
in 2) and 3). The impact of vMME function composition
to the total signaling communication overhead cost, the total
signaling communication overhead cost on backhauls and the
migration overhead cost of state data are presented in 4) and 5).

1) Network Generated Based on Complex Network and
Placement of Instances: The network topology of radio access
network is generated based on complex network so as to
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TABLE II

THE ARRIVAL RATE OF FOUR MOBILITY MANAGEMENT EVENTS UNDER DIFFERENT SERVICE SCENARIOS

Fig. 9. The optimal placement result of MSF, MMP after optimization.

Fig. 10. The impact of the network size to the instances of MSF and MMP.

evaluate the performances of vMME, in which the connection
relation of BSs follows BA model.

In the simulation (section 2), 3), 4), 5) and C), the number
of nodes in the network is 50, and the average degree value
is 2. With the generated radio access network, the number
of VNFCs of vMME including MSF and MMP are initiated
as 16 and 6, respectively. With the initiated number of the
instances of VMME components, the optimization process is
executed, and the number of instances of MSF and MMP are
12 and 5 after optimization algorithm of Min-TSCOC.

In order to evaluate the impact of network size to the number
of instances of MSF and MMP, Fig.8 is the simulation result
of the initiated placement of MSF and MMP when the number
of nodes is 25, and Fig.9 is the optimal placement result of
MSF, MMP and DQU after optimization. In Fig.10, the impact
of network size (number of nodes) to the instances of MSF
and MMP is given when the average degree value is 2.

2) Impact of the Arrival Rate of Four Events to Total-Cost:
Fig.11, Fig.12, Fig.13 and Fig.14 show the impact of the
arrival rate of four mobility management events on the total
signaling communication overhead cost when the arrival rate

Fig. 11. The impact of the arrival rate of Idle event to total-cost.

of one event changes while the arrival rate of other events takes
the default value. The total signaling communication overhead
cost is the sum of the signaling communication overhead cost
of the radio access network and the signaling communication
overhead cost of the core network.

The total signaling communication overhead cost increases
with the increasing of the arrival rate of the event in each
figure. The total-cost of MMP&DQUCN is much larger
than that of other cases since there is both more frequent
signaling interaction between MSF and MMP and more
hops between RAN and the core network. The total-cost of
MSF&MMP&DQUAN is the minimal among all the cases
since MSF, MMP and DQU are merged and placed in RAN
and there is no signaling communication overhead cost among
the three vMME function component entities. The differ-
ence of the total-cost of the remaining four cases is not
obvious, but the total-cost of MSF&MMP&DQUCN (the
existing mobility management solution) is larger, indicating
that the 1:3 mapping method can reduce the total-cost.
MSF&MMP&DQUAN seems to have the least total-cost,
however, more state data migration between VNFC instances
is needed, which is a tradeoff between the total-cost and the
cost for state data migration among VNFCs.

3) Impact of the Arrival Rate of Four Events to
Backhaul-Cost: The impact of the arrival rate of four mobil-
ity management events to the total signaling communication
overhead cost on backhauls are given in Fig.15, Fig.16, Fig.17
and Fig.18. The total signaling communication overhead cost
on backhauls increases with the increasing of the arrival rate
of the events in each figure.

The curve of MSFMMPDQU and that of MSF&MMPAN
coincide in the four figures. The reason is that since
MSF, MMP and DQU are deployed in RAN, the signaling
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Fig. 12. The impact of the arrival rate of Attach event to total-cost.

Fig. 13. The impact of the arrival rate of Handover event to total-cost.

Fig. 14. The impact of the arrival rate of Wakeup event to total-cost.

interaction between the MSF and the MMP only generates
signaling communication overhead cost in RAN, and has
nearly no effect on traffic load to backhauls. The curve
of MMP&DQUAN and that of MSF&MMP&DQUAN also
coincide because the signaling interaction between the MSF
and the MMP has no impact to backhauls. The backhaul-cost
of MMP&DQUCN is much larger than that of other cases
since there is more frequent signaling interaction between
MSF and MMP as well as more hops between RAN and the
core network. The backhaul-cost of MSF&MMP&DQUAN
and that of MMP&DQUAN are smaller because there
is less signaling interaction between the DQU and the
core network.Compared with existing mobility manage-
ment schemes(namely MSF&MMP&DQUCN), the pat-
tern of MSFMMPDQU, MSF&MMPAN, MMP&DQUAN

Fig. 15. The impact of the arrival rate of Idle event to backhaul-cost.

Fig. 16. The impact of the arrival rate of Attach event to backhaul-cost.

Fig. 17. The impact of the arrival rate of Handover event to backhaul-cost.

and MSF&MMP&DQUAN can significantly reduce the
backhaul-cost. The backhaul-cost of MSF&MMP&DQUAN
reduces to almost half of the backhaul-cost compared with
MSF&MMP&DQUCN with the increase of four mobility
events.

4) Impact of vMME Function Composition to Total-Cost
and Backhaul-Cost: The impact of vMME function com-
position to total-cost per UE in different application sce-
narios is evaluated in Fig.19. The total-cost for vehicular
application scenario is the largest, while the total-cost of IoT
(smart meter) is the smallest, since the arrival rate of four
mobility management events for vehicular application scenario
is much greater than that of the arrival rate of four events
for IoT (smart meter). The total-cost of MMP&DQUCN is
the largest and the total-cost of MSF&MMP&DQUAN is
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Fig. 18. The impact of the arrival rate of Wakeup event to backhaul-cost.

Fig. 19. The impact of vMME function composition to total-cost per UE.

the smallest. From the perspective of total signaling com-
munication overhead cost, MSF&MMP&DQUAN has better
performance than that of other cases in different application
scenarios.

The simulation results of the impact of vMME function
composition to backhaul-cost in four application scenarios are
given in Fig.20. Since the arrival rate of four mobility manage-
ment events for vehicular application scenario is much greater
than that of IoT(smart meter), the backhaul-cost for vehic-
ular application scenario is the largest. The backhaul-cost
for IoT(smart meter) is the smallest. The backhaul-cost
of MMP&DQUCN is the largest and the backhaul-cost of
MSF&MMP&DQUAN is the smallest. From the view point of
the total signaling communication overhead cost on backhauls,
MSF&MMP&DQUAN outperforms than that of other cases in
different application scenarios.

From Fig.19 and Fig.20, the total-cost and the
backhaul-cost of Smart Home is higher compared to
those restrictive mobility application scenarios such as
Shared Bicycle, which would be taken into consideration for
vMME procedure optimization due to its frequent mobility
management events.

5) Impact of vMME Function Composition to Mig-Cost:
Fig.21 reveals the effect of vMME function composition on
mig-cost. In scenarios of smart home and smart meter, most
of the mobile equipment has nearly no mobility events of
handover, therefore they do not generate migration overhead
cost of state data. From the simulation results, the mig-cost

Fig. 20. The impact of vMME function composition to backhaul-cost
per UE.

Fig. 21. The impact of vMME function composition to mig-cost per UE.

of MSF&MMP&DQUAN is the largest since the switching
probability of UE in the case of MSF&MMP&DQUAN is
large and the amount of state data that needs to be migrated are
large. the mig-cost of MSF&MMP&DQUCN is the smallest
because MSF&MMP&DQU is placed in the core network
and UEs need not switch among MSF&MMP&DQU although
when they are roaming in a wider area, it is actually the
existing solution of mobility management deployed in the core
network.

From the simulation results, it reveals that the composi-
tion of MMP&DQUCN is a candidate solution because of
its low migration cost compared with the composition of
MMP&DQUAN and MSF&MMPAN.

C. Complexity of the Optimization Approach

From the formulation of the optimization problems,
the computational complexity of traversing all feasible solu-
tions is O(nk), and the computation complexity depends on
the number of base stations and the number of MSFs, MMPs
and DQUs. That is to say, for an example, when the number
of base stations is set to 50 and the number of MSFs, MMPs
and DQUs are set to 12, 5 and 1 respectively, the computation
times to traversing all feasible solutions is 1091. Obviously,
it becomes a bottleneck to get the solutions to the optimization
problems when considering scalability of network. By using
the proposed heuristic approach, the computational complexity
is reduced to O(n2).
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Fig. 22. The computation complexity of the algorithm of Min-TSCOC.

Taking the algorithm of Min-TSCOC as a use case, Fig.22
shows the impact of the number of iterations to the total
signaling communication overhead cost, where the arrival rate
of four events takes the default value, the number of base
stations is set to 50 and the constrained hops between UE and
MSF is set to 2. It indicates that the heuristic algorithm has
converged when the number of iterations reaches 5000.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the optimization of MME is investigated
by using network function virtualization and service func-
tion chain for 1:3 function mapping of vMME. A general
signaling processing flow of vMME based on service function
chain is analyzed. The performance of vMME is formulated
as optimization problems to minimize the total signaling
communication overhead cost, the total signaling communi-
cation overhead cost on backhauls and the migration overhead
cost of state data for different function component place-
ment of vMME. To solve the NP-hard problem, a heuristic
approach is proposed including algorithms of Min-TSCOC,
Min-TSCOCB and Min-MOCSD. The approach is evalu-
ated by simulation under various composition of vMME
and service scenarios. The simulation results reveals that
MSF&MMP&DQUAN is an alternative solution for reducing
total-cost and backhaul-cost. From the aspect of migration
cost, the composition of MMP&DQUCN is an alternative
solution because of its low migration cost compared with
the composition of MMP&DQUAN and MSF&MMPAN. The
Smart Home leads to large total-cost and backhaul-cost
because of its frequent mobility management events, which
becomes a challenge for the optimal design of mobility man-
agement architecture and procedures.

Regarding future work, several challenges lie ahead. The
proposed optimization approach is concentrated on the vEPC
based architecture, while the NG architecture separates the
current EPC functions into more fine-granular modular net-
work functions which can be composed to build a control
plane service tailored to a network slice [11], [12]. Therefore,
the first challenge is to analyze the mobility management
procedures based on the NG architecture. The second is
considering the delay of intermediate nodes in the modelling.
In addition, from the view point of virtualized instances of
vMME, although we have considered the impact of UEs and

networking to the number of instances in the simulation, it is
still a challenge to formulate the auto-scaling of instances of
vMME from the perspective of computation resource in the
future.
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